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Catherine New 
March 4, 2021 8:21 AM
John Borrowman; Robert Seeley; Jeffrey Hilstad; Esme Comfort; Karen Marra; Joanna 
McCallum; Vi Sandford; Council; 
 Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06: Opposition to TSMV ASPs

Dear Municipal Clerk; As a resident of Canmore, I am very concerned about the proposed future development of the 
Three Sisters Mountain Village and encourage the Mayor and Town Council to reject this proposal. There is sufficient 
research and evidence that highlights how this proposed residential development would negatively impact social and 
community changes to the town of Canmore and surrounding area such as overcapacity, virtually doubling our 
population, and exposing tax payers like myself to liabilities due to the undermining in this area. There would be 
disastrous implications for wildlife such as wolves and bears that are challenged enough trying to navigate their way 
through a wildlife corridor that has already been impeded upon by human development. The proposed idea of putting 
up fences to keep wild life out of human space and onto a human proposed route is not an evidenced based strategy 
and the implications for wildlife and humans with this type of crude boundary would eventually result in some 
catastrophic situations. As citizens of the world, we need to be addressing the impact of climate change and developing 
solutions and not creating situations such as this proposed development that will accelerate this process. The Town of 
Canmore needs to do its part in the world to address the climate emergency. So, what is the Town Councilâ€™s call to 
action at this time? Rather than create an environment that further harms the climate and the environment through 
increased tourism, it needs to look at what it can offer the world in terms of research and helping to find global 
solutions. I support Dr. John Pomeroyâ€™s, Director, Global Water Futures Programme and Coldwater Laboratory, 
University of Saskatchewan, Canmore, recommendations to create a Research institute similar to what has been 
developed in Davos, Switzerland, that focuses on global mountain water research and prediction. In a recent 
presentation by Dr. Pomeroy, he proposed â€œUniversities and Sustainable Development for the Bow Valley, this 
would: Attract professors, researchers and students to the Bow Valley â€“reduce the boom and bust of Canmore; 
Science knowledge mobilisation that benefits local residents and decision-makers; Contribution to and support for 
sustainable development; Refine the image of Canmore as a regional centre for understanding and appreciating the 
Canadian Rockies environment.â€  As he stated â€œLets envision a sustainable future for the Bow Valley through 
science and knowledge and be a beacon to the world.â€  To me, this is a more responsible and ethical choice to 
support a research institute like this, rather than further development of unoccupied second homes that are not even 
attainable for working people and local families. I repeat, to Canmore Town council. What is your responsible call to 
action? Sincerely, Catherine New 

-- Catherine New   


